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WEAVER, E. W. Vocations for Girls. Pp. 200. Price, 75 cents. New York:
The A. S. Barnes Company, 1913.

BOOK DEPARTMENT

Prepared by a committee of teachers under the direction of E. W. Weaver,
Vocations for Girls covers most completely the field indicated. Beginning
with the field of work, preparation and making the choice, the book presents
an exhaustive list of possible occupations for young girls. At the end of
each chapter is a list of references on the particular topic discussed, and
practical questions to be answered.

The general tone of the book is rather patronizing than otherwise, and
as such might prove to be rather irritating than helpful to a young woman
of independence; but this is perhaps the natural attitude of teacher to pupil.

WHITE, HORACE. Money and Banking. (5th Ed., Revised and Enlarged.)
Pp. xiv, 541. Price, $1.50. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1914.
Mr. White has supplemented his treatment in the earlier editions of this

standard work by inserting a chapter on the federal reserve system and add-
ing appendices in which are given the federal reserve act and the communica-
tion sent to the federal reserve board by the New York Clearing House Asso-
ciation, dealing with the sort of commercial uaper that should be eligible for
rediscount. The new chapter on the federal reserve system summarizes the
law and discusses briefly the steps that have thus far been taken in the estab-
lishment of the system.

WHITRIDGE, FREDERICK W. One American’s Opinion of the European War.
Pp. xi, 79. Price, 50 cents. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company,
1914.

WOODBURN, JAMES A. Political Parties and Party Problems in the United
States. (Second revised and enlarged edition). Pp. xiii, 487. Price, $2.50.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1914.
All students of American party problems and party history are familiar

with Professor Woodburn’s Political Parties and Party Problems in the
United States, first published in 1903. The second edition, revised and en-
larged, contains all of the valuable and suggestive material in the former
volume and brings certain of the statistics down to date throughout the vol-
ume-for instance, in the chapter on minor parties-and adds a number of
chapters on current political problems, such as the problems of party finance,
primary election reform, the initiative, referendum and recall.

To say that the added chapters and the revised portions of the book, few
though the revised portions be, are up to the standard of the first edition
of this volume is to say that the work as a whole is a concise, orderly, inter-
esting presentation of the general field of party history, party organization
and party problems, and of the relation that the usages and methods of politi-
cal parties bear to our social, national and economic welfare.

ZEBALLOS, E. S. La Nationalit&eacute; au point de vue de la L&eacute;gislation Compar&eacute;e
et du Droit Priv&eacute; Humain. Pp. 557. Price, 25 fr. Paris: Recueil Sirey,
1914.
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